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Alpha die attach materials are for all your applications including LED lighting, automotive, display, defense, aerospace, telecommunications, medical, industrial and green energy (wind, PV and energy harvesting) industries. Alpha currently offers a range of die attach products, including ALPHA® Argomax® paste and film, ALPHA® Atrox™ paste and film, and ALPHA® solder paste and Preforms. Technical Overview. Power Discrete. Attach Alpha. Attach Alpha is a theory of syntax developed by Derek Bickerton and Phil Bralich in Honolulu, Hawaii between 1991 and 1996. Based on the insights and results of the preceding 25 years of syntactic research, Attach Alpha was created in the spirit of the minimalist movement based on a unique insight into the mechanisms of the projection of structure that allowed for the development of this entirely new theory. Real World article (written from a Production point of view). After escaping imprisonment on an alien world, Picard and Dr. Crusher find that their thoughts are connected by brain implants. "Captain's Log, Stardate 47304.2. The USS Enterprise-D has arrived at Kespytt III in order to evaluate an unusual request on the part of the Kes for associate membership in the Federation."